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Foreword

The McDougall Contemporary Art Annex is

proud to present Groesome!, an exhibition of

works by fourteen New Zealand artists whose

practice reveals the influence of the comic

000k.. Featuring Mark Braunias. Gavin Olilcott,

Jimmy Cooper, Violel Faigan. Dick Frizzell.

JaSOfl Greig, Bill Hammond, Nicola Jackson,

Tom Kreisler. Tony de Lautoor, Saskia leek. Paul

Radford, James Robinson and Peter Robinson,

Gruesome! presents both emerging and

established anists. In addition, curator Warren

Feeney's catalogue essay highlights the

importara of the comic aestOOtic to several

map players n New ZealaOOs art histtr1 canon

•Colin McCatm. Russell C1a1t, Rita Angus and

Phillip C\airmonl

The paintings and sculpture included in

Gruesome! are diverse in both appearance and

subject. and bear the mark of comic influence

in many different ways. Some artists have

appropriated the comic speech bubble, others

pay tonage thrOU{fl vivid~klL..ed, sirr.,tifted

lorms or divide their works into narrative

S9}TIl!flts or panels. Sm1ething which can be

recognised in all, 00weYer, is the sutHersNe

spirit of the COOlie - ao edgy creative freedom

which pushes at established bourdaries with

humour, irony, innovation aoo attitude.

On behalf of the Gallery I would like to

acknowledge Warren Feeney, whose

dedication, energy and enthusiam have made

this exhibition a reality. I am also grateful to

the artists and collectors (bCllh public and

IIMte) who have made their WOlts available

for this exhibition. Withoot their generoos

support. Gruesome! would have remained very

much on the drawinog board.

Felicity Milburn

CuIatOf of Contemporary A11
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Born Under a Bad Sign
by Warren Feeney



The fear and loathing that comic books have encountered in

New Zealand is shared by other cultures and countries

throughout the Western world.
3

Attacked in the Jate 1900s in

England OS a 'threat to Iiteracy:4 blamed for the rise of juvenile

delinquency in the United States in the mid-1950s,~ and at the

centre of on obscenity charge in Great Britain in 1996,6 comics

are a discipline that have failed to receive the some tolerance

and 'rights to freedom of expression as other artforms:
7

In New Zealand, comics were criticised by the political

left in the 195Os, and have remained the subject of protest

in the art community, being periodically condemned by

academic and literary circles.

The respected publication landfall featured an analysis

of the comic book in 1955. This evaluation of the genre

shared many of the opinions expressed by United States

psychiatrist, Frederic Wenham, in his book The Seduction

of the Innocent (1953).1 Wertham argued that comics

corrupted the morality of children aod limited their capacity

to learn. The landfall study of superheroes, romance

comics and cartoons, Comics in New Zealand, observed

that "there will be no attempt 10 give them serious

consideration on aesthetic grounds, be<:ause they are

simply not wonh it:!

HOW IT AFFECTS YOUR FAMILY
Perhaps YOLi don't permit your child to read foreign

comics. How do you know he doesn't? At school,
children of less careful parents are willing to shore
comics around, and you can't stop that.

Whether you realise it or not, your child is being
conditioned to murder and crime.

That early teaching will cost you-os a toxpaylu
-money. It means more police, more judges and
courts, more goals, to cope with the appalling in
crease in crime-crime committed by boys and girls
in their leens-little more than children.

it means heartbroken parents, and disgrace on
otherwise respected families.

Is your child 0 future criminol? It rests with you.
WhOI are you doing to Slop lhe deluge of crime

comics pauring in 0t1 the children of Australia?

It agreed with Wertham that all comics blunt "the finer

feelings of conscience. of mercy. of sympathy for other

people's sufferings and of respect for women as women

and not mtlrely as sex objects to be bandied around or as

luxury prizes to be fought over:
10

Politician and commentator John A. Lee, author and critic

A. R. D. Faimburn and librarian Mavis Peal. debated the

merit of comics on New Zealand radio in the early 1950s

in adiscussion titled Is the Reading of the Penny Dreadful

Harmful to Our Youngsters? Fairburn claimed that allowing

children to read comics at school was "rather like giving

them free methylated spirits to drink in schools instead of

free milk. "II

Linked to this dtlbate were objections from academic and

political circles that focused on the increasing influence

of popular American culture in New Zealand. Fairburn

warned of a "general drift towards approximating

everything, all writing, to the comic form. asort of landslide

in that direction. And I think that's a bit of a menace

because we are all more or less infected with the American

way of life here:
11

The fundamental grievance that comic books comprise a

'lesser' art form has remained an underlying and unstated

belief in New Zealand art criticism. The wider context for

this assumption can be found in the art theory of American

critic Clement Greenberg. In his 1939 tlssay, The Avant

Garde and Kitsch.
1J

Greenberg maintained that a critical

distinction existed between the popular arts and the avant·

garde. He defined modern art's enemy as:

Kirsch; popular, commercial an and literature

with their chromeotypes. magazine covers,

illustrations, ads, slick and pulp fiction, comics,

TIn Pan Ally music. lap dancing, Hollywood

. "mOVies, etc.

AlMtrIlii8tlJou",<IIiS!i
A$$lJ(i;Jtjqn~
Imid.l95lbJ
Courtes<t aT r"" Boll.

On moral, aesthetic and political grounds kitsch was

perceived to be inferior to high art. Although widely

discounted in the 1990s. Greenberg'sdissenation is worthy

of recapitulation because of the prevalent role it gives to

modernist aesthetics and the position that it assigns to

the popular arts.



•Allowing children to read comics at sChool was rather like

giving them free methylated spirits to drink in schools instead

of free milk,,,n

Greenbefg asserted that the iMlfIt-garde represented the

salvatioo of the free workI. Writing in 1939, he proclajrDi!d

that kitschwas the 'culture of the masses' in CQ(lfItries such

as Gemlany, Italy and Russia and provided the means for

totalitarian governments to control populations.
ls

He

contended that, "It is too difficult to inject effective

~nda into lavant-garde art arxlliteratureJ, .. Kitsch keeps

adictator in closercontaet with the 'sour of the peopIe:-

Greenberg's definition of hi\tl art, and its role in modem

society as civilisation's only hope fOf liberty, was more

recently derided by critic Roben Boyd in the American

comic faruine, The Comic Journal:

Greenberg believed that !he bourgeoisie had

given up its own powerful an ILe. Hogarth,

Chardin, David, elc) for mass-prodocoo kitsch.

The reason was that the bourgeoisie needed

kitsch as part of its total program 10 comrol the

proletariat; kitsch replaced folk art with

capitalist machine art. As a response to kitsch,

the avant-garde came into being, creating art

which could not be used as mimI-control 10

psych-out the working c1ass.
l1

If popular art was capable of keeping the masses culturally

deficient, it was also. aetXlflling 10 Greenberg. capable of

c::orrupOOg the artist 81Gtsch·S enamous JX1)fits are aSW'Cl!

of temptatioo to the iMWlt-garde itselL Ambitioos writers

and altists will modify their work Lnlcr the prl!SSl.le of

kitsdt. if they do not SUCCLIllb to it entirely:- Greenberg

daimed that popular art was evidence of capitalism in

decline, as "M1atever of quality il [capitalism] is capable of

producing becomes almost a threat 10 its own existence...

Today we look to socialism simply for the preservation of

whatever living culture we have right now:"

In post-war New Zealand, socialism and serious art were

often associated with one another. Magazines p'ublished

in New Zealand in the early 1950s, such as Here andNow

11949 - 19571 advocated lefl

wing doctrine and also prOYided

commentary on aspects of !tie

local visual arts.
ZI

The

condemnation of comics and

PQpular art by Fairburn and other

le1t-wing academics could be

understood as part of a wider

missiOfl to raise aesthetic standards while advocating the

principles of the Ieft.
1

•

Fortunately for the comic book. the label of 'misfit' has

given it a charm that has occasionally appealed to serious

artists. Regardless of critical commentaries, a number of

New Zealand painters have been drawn towards the

medilJTllrom the 1930s through to the late 1900s. Their

involvement with comics reveals that many of them have,

in fact, pt/tthc format to good USl!. It may be as slrai9ht

forward as Rita Angus illustrating a strip for The Press to

supplement her income as a serious painter, or as

enigmatic as Colin McCahon's declaration that to realise

Ihe visual images in his work he required a compoond of

text and pictures - a combination thai is the essence of

the comic book. In the tradition of the very best comic

illustrator, McCallon proclaimed: -I Will Need WordS."11

Rita Angus had realised this blend of the figwtive with

text when she was employed as an illustrator for the.1lllior

Press in CtYistc:llJrch from Noverm 1934 until October

1937.
n

She completed numerous single pen and ink

drawings for the newspaper and also deYeloped aseries of

comic strips. Angus appears 10 have ventured into this

format with considefable enthusiasm. Her first conlri tiOfl

depicted the activities of!WO penguins living in a "queer

world at the top of the Ice Pole. Gravity goes Ihe wrong

way, colours are back to front, animals are queer, and caves

are exciting:
74

A\though this strip lasted for only nine

weeks, with Angus facing difficulties in generating a

cohesive or commanding slory line, the strong element of

WI'othitc.1931
IIiII Cool;~ AqjIIIl
~....

e-6>Nlic Art GIIIry
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fantasy in the work provided her with a

welcome opportunity to investigate

dealrative aspects of Art 0eaI and a

stylised and tentative understanding of

Cubism. In the mosl seductive aoo

compelling /TlOITIl!flts of these drawings,

AAgll$ has the freedom to put together a

weird vision of decorative, geometric sea

lire that pirouettes and reels gracefully

from image to image. In addition, the

weekly tcxt guides Ihe reader

comfortably through the work's nine panels.

Angus's use of bold outline and hard-edged

embellishments in the treatmefll of various sea creatures

emphasises the significance of Art Deco design in her art

and recognises her commitment to the exploration of a

contemporary style. The flat geometric landscapes in this

early strip· also resonate in the stylistic treatmellt of the

city 01 Christchurch in a self-portrait in oil fn;m 1936 -37.

The simplification of such farms to essential geometric

shapes was characteristic of the work of Christopher

Perkins who had arrived in New Zealand in 1929. "bringing

with him an acceptable and modified Cubist approach 10

paintiog:
71

that was familiar to Angus. The coocemwith

panern.the flattening of space, and the elegance and style

of these works accentuate the importance of her

involvement with modernism, informing important aspects

of her painting from this period. Just as the smart and

fashionable woman in SeIf·Portrait conveyed a sense of

the contemporary, these comit strips also declared that

-a new spirit was in the air and Rita Aogus was clearly

aware of it.~~

TlvOl.filhout the 19505 aoo earty l!liOs. Canterbury artist

Russell Clark maintained an eclecticism in his all thaI

included the impact of popular American

illustration and comic books. Clarll:was atutor

at the CanterburySchooI of Art from 1947 until

1966, and his painting revealed the influence

of allists such as John Nash, Russell Drysdale

and Henry Moore," However, his enormous

interest in iIIUslration also included an

admiration for popular American comic books

such as the Madmagazines of the 195Os. The

Junior Pl." 4J<ir 1!13S. 1IlI8
I\iul Cod<~ "'"-l

FIopodtad with~ per",U1 o! IhI
lljt0h9n"lota

retired Director of the Robert McDougall Art Gallery. John

Coley, recalls purchasing an early issue of Madin 1956 in

Christchurch, and the passionate response he received

from Clark towards !hequality of illustration in the comic.•

These issues were drawn by Wallace Wood. Jack Davis

and William W. Elder, artists who deYeloped and extended

the language of the comic during this period. They

pioneered contemporary illustration through the

deYelopment of amore realistic and tangible world with a

greater allention to detail, the usc of heightened

perspective and stronger Ulf\31 contrasts.:rI

Clart drew regularly for The Lisrener trom the 1950s until
•1962, with his interest in tho comic super-hero apparent

in ahumorous strip he completed for TheLisrenerin 19S4.
D

The New Zealand quarter·acre section, rugby, mending a

bike puncture with the children and the Karitane service

are visited Ihrough the eyes of a domesticated caped

crusader. Clafk's work indicates an affection for the

ofdinary life of New Zealanders in the sulubs, as well as

an admiration fOf American illustration. The comic books

s..;rMl....._...
_z..-,.,..
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that Fairburn was concerned were damaging the growth

and education of local children in the fifties were not

without their high-brow enthusiasts.

Just how unwelcome artists who made reference to

popular art and comic books could be was apparent in

Fairburn's assault on Colin McCahan's religious painting

from the late 1940s, These included the use of word

balloons and obvious allusions to comic conventions in

paintings such as The Crucifixion According 10 Sl1int Mark

the mouths of various figures, confirms the overwhelming

impact of the comic book. Brown sided with the aesthetics

of high art. He discussed the paintings as influenced by

Japanese scroll painting, Futurism, Dada, Surrealism, and

Quattrocento painter Fra Angelico,3!i reaffirming these

observations in 1984 with the publication of the biography

Colin McCahan: Artist.- His only concession to the role

of popular art is the fecognition of the word balloon taken

from the commercial 'Rinso' soap packet and placed into

in The Valley of the Dry Bones (1 947),31

TIl. CrocilixiOflAccording In S,im Mork 1941-CoIlec!ion nf!hll Roboort Mdlougall Art ~1Iefy
!leI>'~ willi tho per""....... or lht

C<l/Ol M;CIrI>MIIuatdI n ~rion TI",r

(19471. Fairburn described McCahan's works as

"experimental cartoons." He concluded that "in design,

in colour, in quality of line, in every normal attribute of

good painting. they arc completely lacking'-
Jol

His

grievances indicated that the aesthetics of the comic had

crossed over into territory in which he believed they did

not rightly belong.

This criticism is implicitly echoed byGordon Brown, writing

about McCahan's work from this period in the 1960s.

Brown's evaluation of the artist's religious paintings

scarcely acknowledged that the combination of words and

pictures, and the use of word balloons appearing from

later discussions on McCahan from art commentators

Wystan Curnow and Francis Pound in the 1980s and early

1990s explored the role of comics and McCahan's use of

these aesthetic conventions by acknowledging the modern

movement's regard lor 'primitive' art during the post-war

period. Both writers established that the artist's use of

, word balloons and text demonstrated aspects of the

unsophisticated. Curnow described this naivet6 as being

admired by critics and writers within the context of

modernism in the 1950s, because

"such 'innocence' lwas perceived as

though itl might.. be a condition for

cultural renewal.·
J8 •



In addition, Pound observed that:

By adopting the harsh clarity of the comic book,

the reading material of the 'illiterate', McCahon

posed - in Tamory's phrase - 'a kind of colonial

brutal ism' with which he might further reject

European sophistication and thus.... with speech

balloons, utler New Zealand's harsh truth.
J9

Pound's evaluation of the reception of McCahan's religious

paintings in the post-war period recognises the influence of

comics. drawing attention to the limited awoval of the genre,

and acknowledging that, forcritics such as PeterTomory. they

Auckland's Centre for Continuing Education and self

confessed ·comic obsessive: has suggested that comics,

and McCahan's use of them, require greater respect. He

observed that "McCahan was very aware of the seqUl:mce

of reading a painting visually and textually."41 This

suggestion that the artist was knowledgeable in the

aesthetics of the comic is confirmed by his family. William

McCallon recalls lhat his father stated that Six Days in Nelson

andCantetburyll 959) evolved out of the mmic book formal,4Z

In 1990, artist MarX Braunias also paid respect to McCallon

as an artist capable of integrating words and pictures in

the most profound and subtle manner. Knowing About

Kr><>wing Alw"t No..Z,.I.11I1 Art 1000
Mart.8r_

Dllle<:ticwlolWIIIM!laI1.~

were an inferior art form. McCahan's use of the "reading

material of the child and 'illiterate':'lI is an aspect 01 his

work that was applauded by high art because it contributed

to the 'rtaWe' or 'primitive' ifl mntempDrary practice.

Only ifl19% did awriter recogflise [he worth ofevalualing

McCahon's art as fully ifltegrating and embraciflg comic

book aesthetics withollt qualifying approval by referring

to the manner in which McCahon's art embraces primeval

aesthetics. Dylan Horrocks, a tutor at the University of

NewZealandArt(1990! by 8raunias humorously points to

the popular misconception that reading too many comics

may be damaging to an individual's intelligence and pays

tribute to McCahon's painting from the 1940s. Knowing

About New Zealand Art acknowledges the 'colonial

brutalism' of McCahon's art. while demonstrating an

appredation for the cOf1ventions of the comic book medium

McCahon exploited.

Pound also gave qualified recognition to the potential of



Higfl art was also p-epared to attack popular aesthetics in a

mae direct <nl conspiams mamer. Curoow respcnted to

the attentioo QMln to the New tnage pai1un in the eaty

1!8Js as~ '8lMn::ed' positions in the art. world. a

strro! b wtlich "they 10dl rot, in {hisl opri:n qualify:1I

the comicbookasa serious art form inthe~ 1900swhen

he championed the 'New Image' artists in an exhibitioo of

the same name.CJ
He singled out Geofge Baloghy, Denvs

Watkins. Did: Frizzell. Richard Killeen, Paul Hartigan. Gavin

Chilcott and Wong Sing Tai as a grtll(l of artists who gave

anew piority to the figlr.Itive in their wort. He 00served

that these artists referred to •non-at1 images - comics,

posters, labels, logos, camouflages, patterns 00 lino orcloth

-10 all SOIlS of signs and symbols:'" According to Pound.

they also shared"aconcern with images not normally called

art, images of IQ'N art (ather than high:t5 His commentary

was sympathetic to Frizzell and Hartigan's love of the comic

book,<e but Pound managed to maintain high art's

authoritative response to the use of ')Q'N' art SCluroos. Comic

book aesthetics were generally approved of in the lext

because of the respectability that they had acquired in

serious art criticism through the emergence of American

Pop Art in the l!6ls, Consequentty, Frizzell and Hartigan

v.ueshown'theYM/biPqlM01 ...mile watkins's paIltOil

is aligw:ld to the art at Roy li:tItensteWl,- The most obvious

admiration for the IJ)tential of the comic book came oot

from Potn:l. but from artist Dick FriuelI, v.tlo cxrnmented:

"

\
Amll~1

Oickrfl"..
l'.am$yOllho All", tnd Gow lqsIonI~AuI:~

"r read comics os a kid all the time. r
stopped reading them at art school - I

was ashamed of being seen. Now I'm

post all that shit. r can be myself.""

If comics found their WW1 into Pound's text partially through

the impact of Pop Art, their presence in the New Image

exhibition ultimately served the cause of serioos painting.

Comic book cooventions in apainting frequently signalled

the subversion of the pretoosions of h91 art, I'blce, Potn:l

refers to the use of'loW art sourteS as "non-art images:!II

with thell po.a-pose being primarily as a ..-elude to generate

a discussion and criticism of serious alt." P1)und's

recognitioo of comic aesthelics and their cootribution to

the dialogue of painting is 'Nlllcome and the contempt for

high art's posturing is refreshing. However, Ihe emphasis

placed upon the potential for 'low' art to trigger irony and

ridicule places the fine arts in an obvious position of

superiority. Although Fri21ell and Hartigan demonstrated

a respect and enthusiasm for such things as comics and

comic art Newlmagegives limited approval to such values.

He was, however, pleased to~ Frizzell from this I10UP

because he beficYed that Frizzell's art had changed since

1983 into a nne "persooal myth-orientated imagery and

handling that is faux·naive, sincere..,litl has deepened and

subvertod his previous manner, putting popular culture at a

distance:!» In summary, Friuell's art was perceived to be

of substaoce because he was understood {mistakenly] to

have thrown off the influence of popularart and comic books.

Dunedin aftist Nicola Jackson was also labelled a New

Image painter.fl' Writing for M New Zealand in 19!11,

aft critic Peter leech reviewed a group exhibition of 'oYOfk.

bi Jacksoo, Jemy 00ll2e1 an:! Debra Bustin at the Oooedin

Public Art Gallery, leech took writer Peter Entwisle to

task lor declaring that Nicola Jackson's art might rep-esent

a challenge to the duller aspects of recent local modernism,

observing that •challenges for the rest 01 the artworld are

normally figured in the metaphor of flinging down a

gauntlet. not waving a brightly-coloured woollen minen:"

The assumption leech makes is that the trappings of

popular art. Le, the rich and sensational colours. the bold

black outline and cartoon forms described by Jackson, fail

to fully engage on a profound level, either aesthetically or

philosophically, Rather than recognising the subversive



nature of Jackson's work, Leech valued it as "a passing

fascination."~

Is it possible to deal with the imagery and format of comic

books in serious Western culture and gain credible

acceptance? Possibly not. More recently Dick Friuell has

been berated by critics for the lack of genuinely profound

moments in his work. This was evident in reviews of his

1997 retrospective Portrait ofaSerious Artiste: 20 YeaTS

ofDick Frilleft. Auckland critic Keith Stewart commented

that the exhibition was the equivalent of McDonald's at

Auckland's Children's Hospital: 'McArt.,~1 Gregory O'Brien

tendered dubious approval. noting that on one level; "The

curiosity. enthusiasm and... discipline with which he

approaches the business of putting pair'll on canvas or

board permeates his oeuvre," while observing that the

exhibition lacked a certain profUndity. He commented

that ·The next twenty years will be pivotal for [Frizzell] in

every respect. The success of these paintings .. demands

another step.·SlI

Tony de lautour has been equally condemned for his

depiction of acorrupted comic-book character that strives

to resemble a New Zealand kiwi. In Bad Vv1Iite Art, de

lautour's 1995 exhibition at the Brooke/Gifford Gallery in

Christchurch, critic Justin Paton noted in Art NewZealand

that de lautour was:

an enthusiast [of the lowest strata of comic

book imageryl whoalsohappens to paint. That's

what makes the works so enjoyable, and so

inconsequential. You feel sure he'd rather read

acomic than an art magazine,~ "

eo"" 1972 IdMaiII
..ui"p CIalnnon!

VoIoI2,No5

Paton's commentary fails to recognise the impact of a

sophisticated comic-book aesthetic on de lautour's art that

emerged in the early 1990s in America. through

publications such as Robert Crumb's Weirdo and

Fantagraphics Books. American artists Harvey Pekar, Kaz,

Peter Bagge ami Jamie and Gilbert Hernandez dealt with

questions of alienation, human identity and the dilemma

of existence through the comic-book medium with

characters close in spirit and aesthetic to de lautour's. If

the work appears 'inconsequential: then this is an

appropriate commentary, not on de lautour's work as a

whole, but on the predicament of estrallQementthat the

'low-life: in his paintings, are forced to confront.

Objections to comic book aesthetics are not merely limited

to critics and writers. In Comix: A Survey ofContemporary

New Zealand Comics, (an Auckland exhibition curated by

Tim Renner at the Fisher Gallery in 1996) a traditionally

fine art gallery provided exhibition space for leading New

Zealand comic anists." While this exhibition represented

the first time that such an art space had been given over to

comic art, the gallery treated it differently. Participants

were given guidelines regarding the censorship of their

an and reminded of the Censorship Act 1993, as it related

to pornography. Would the gallery have raised such issues

if the work in question had been painting. printmaking or

sculpture? Their concern over pornography in the exhibition

indicated a lack of confidence in the comic book to deal

with little more than content attributable to children.

There was also an implication that those artistswhochose

to draw and write comics were undisciplined in their

behaviour and character. The discussion of general

business in the gallery was described in the meetings notes

for the exhibition as unmanageable and that 'such abuse

of an agenda was almost totally unheard of:*1

This evidence of the intolerance between high and low an

contradicts the premise put forward by American art

commentators Kirk Varnedoe and Adam Gopnik in the

exhibition catalogue High andLow: ModemArtandPopular

Culrure(1990). Vamedoe and Gopnik's text accompanied an

exhibition of the same name, curated by the Museum of

Modern Art in New York, in wf1ich they contended that

serious and popular art have mutually drawn upon one

another at various times in the twentieth century:J2
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Our goal is 10 examine the transformations

ttvou~ Ydlich modern painters and sculptors

have made new poetic language by reimagiling

the possibilities in forms of popular culture; and

as acorollary, to acknowledge !he WWf back into

the corrmon curren::y of public visual prose.a

However, the issue of the relationship between high aoo

low art for most artists and 'Miters is complex and more

frequently characterised by frictioo and disagreement. Some

painters have demonSlIated difficulty in dealing with COOlics

as linle more than a tool with which to subvert high art,

while galleries, critics and historians have automatically

asslJlned the superiority of fine art over the comic.

This point ofview is also evident in Varnedoe and Gopnik's

lex\. Robert~ noted in his review of Vamedoe and

Gopnik's exhibition catalogue that underground cartoonist

Robert Cru.rOO is diminished by these curators when they

make comparisons between Crumb's woO: and painter

Philip Guston, \Iamedoe and Gopnik stale that.

In 1966, at the same time Crumb was

experiencing his moment of visioo and IlNOlt,

another and larger revolt against an entrenched

and cheerful lie of art had just begun, larger than

Crumb's revolt in scale and ultimate achicvem8f1t.

The assumption Varnedoe and Gopnik make is that

Guston's work as a painter is more significant !hart that of

Crumb's as a comic book artist.
tI

Consequently, the very disdain with which comics have

been regarded C<Vl make them an aPJlCaling and SIbJersive

area of exploration for a number of serious artists.

American an critic and historian Irving Sandler observed

that the emeryence of 'new image' art in the USA in the

late 1970s was characterised by a deliberate rejection of:

"the classic canons of good taste,

draftsmanship, acceptable

source material, rendering, or

illusionistic representation... This

is work that avoids the

conventions of high art ...

Accordingly, bad painters looked

for inspiration to 'low' art.,,65

S.,h borrowings however, were capable of being far from

innocent or executed with allection lor the medium. Carrie

Ricky argued in Rash Artlhat such admiration lor popular

aesthetics was often the artist's way of -being intellectual

aboot anti-intellectualism:-

Boyd's criticism 01 VarneOOe's and Gopnik's High andLow.

Modem ArtandPopufar Cufture also COIIteoded that both

high and low art have historicall'( been dismissive of one

another. Photographer John Heartfiekl used pop culture,

not out of admiration, but aitically, From the perspective

of the cartoon and the comic~ popular artists have

been equally disdainful 01 serious art 8There is a whole

tradition.., lin comics! of gag cartoons ridiCUling the latest

thing, whatever it may be, in painting and sculPture:
lI

In spite of such tensions and discord, there arc artists,

both inside and outside New Zealand, who have responded

with varying levels of attachment towards the comic book.

One local painter who demonstrated little difficulty with

comics, cxpressiog a genuine allection lor them in

numerous aspects 01 his wort. was Philip Clairmonl His

expessionist art of the 1970s and earty l!1OOs is informed

as rooch by popular and undergroond comics as it is by

German Expressionism. tn the earty 19705 ClaIrmont

illustrated an issue of the University 01 Cantelbury's

student magazine, Canra,- as well as contributing to the

short·Iived underground Christchurch magazine, UncooI,-



"Un<wl" Ho.lIaM!rI
P!'iIipClairmont

His illustrations for AConscientious Drug Guide, in Canta

in 1972 conveyed a strong admiration for Robert Crumb.

Clairmont copied images directly from early issues of

Crumb's Zap, as well as providing more original biomorphic

psychedelic texts and illustrations, Clairmont

acknowledged the source for his work below the image,

labelling it 'Ripof·Crumbum:l~ The distortion and

elongation of forms and figures, bound in hea\P'{ shadows

and thick black outlines, may ultimately be traced back to

German Expressionism. but in the early 1970s, this

iconography was a familiar part of Clairmont's world

through his experience of the counterculture and

underground comics.

The impact of this aesthetic on Clairmont is apparent

in his painting. Jim and Mary Barr's text for

Clairmont's retrospective exhibition in 1987 makes

reference to this, as well as the underground

graphics that appeared on popular record covers.

They refer to the fractured and distorted forms in

Overcoat Over the Chair (1971 I and relate its

embellishments to the "psychedelic era and the

popularisation of some eastern religions.,,11

"Underground comix were a source of inspiration

Aspects 01 CUnut. 19l16ldtlai)
GMIClli1eon

Cdlectioo 01 James a.....
P!Io1D11'op1y: Mal a.....



as much as the German Expressionists,·n For Clairmont,

it remained an ongoing aspect of his work. A later painting

bytheartisl, Staircase Triptych36Roy S(reet(1977). draws

upon a similar aesthetic with its depiction of a

claustrophobic interior and the animation, and continually

evolving distortion, of furniture and fittings.

Gavin Chilcott's art has adopted 'low' art to demean the

inflated ambitions of 'serious art' but is equally concerned

with raising something of the spirit and dissident nature

01 the comic. The depreciation 01 the noble and

momentous through the use of comic aesthetics in

Chilcott's work belittles wider aspects of our society. In

Aspects of Culture (1986) Chilcott humorously addresses

notions of culture and high art He creat(lS a world that

deflates the ambitions and pretentions of art by faking the

style of colouring·in books and comics from the 196Os.
11

This image is certainly art addressing art. with self-

similar game of cultural anarchy and revolution apparent in

Chilcott's image.

"However, the comic book is more

than an art form that serious artists

have occasionally drawn upon with

respect and admiration or taken up

to ridicule aspects of high art."

\

Undoubtedly. these are important elements of the genre's

use in fine art. but there is more. When comic book art

and serious art connect, a tension and empathy can take

place that cultivates both artforms.

DI~U5TIN6 IS ~1611TJ

IVJD YET- SOMEHOW APT!
FOR AFTfR All, AREN'T
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What is It that fine art can steal from comic books? What

does it stand to learn from this unique artform? What is

the distinctive language of comics, its code of behaviours.

its iconography, its philosophy and practice as art?

Although characterised by its reputation as an iconoclast

in the art world, the comic book received a new respect

as a serious artlorm in the mid-1980s. This critical

consideration may ultimately only be temporary,l'l but

undoubtedly comics are encountering attention and

criticism in a way that they previously haven't. ·Comic

narrative is finally taking its place beside film and fiction

as a medium capable of profundity, wit. humour and

drama... comics are for the moment, hip."]l;

conscious refemnces to ways of representing cultuw.

However. its surreal and subversive attitude is indebted

to underglOund comics. Chilcott undermines the grandness

of a world that no longer has faith in its beliefs, and in

this sense Aspec(s ofCulfureis close in spili\ to numerous

political underground cnmics produced in the United States

in tho late 1960s and 1970s. such asJay Killlley's Anarchy

ComicS.
14

Kinney's habit of allowing objects from consumer

society, such as hamburgers and trays of meat. to speak

about theiranxiely. is both humorous and urgent. There is a

This development was most notable in the publication of

Maus by Art Spiegelman
71

and the Pulitzer prize that it

later received.
1I

Comic artist and author Spiegelman

chronicled the life of his fatheras aJewish survivor of the

Nazi death camps. adding acomplexity of meaning to his

story. He presented his father as, in part, the unlikable

stereo-typical Jew that Hitler despised, and detailed the

t{agedyol personal events in Spiegelman's aoo his father's

life in America that ultimately unfolded Irom the

circumstances of the Second World War. This comic was

nominated for the annual award in biography by the ••.

....



National Book Critics Circle in 1987, arid has nurtured a

level of serious criticism and commentary previously

unknown to the comic book. In Comic Books as History,

American comic critic and historian Joseph Witek

observed that:

The unprecedented critical reception for Maus

has changed, perhaps forever. the cultural

perception of what a comic book can be and

what can be accomplished by creators who take

seriously the sequential art medium.
1t

In addition, the publication of UndersrandingComics(1993j

by Scott McCloud
lO

focused on the comic genre as a

distinctive artfonn with a language 01 its own worthy of

critical respect McCloud establishes crucial aspects of

the art of the comic book and builds upon earlier definitions

explored by American comic book artist, Will Eisner."

McCloud argues Ihal comics are unique in their

combination of words and pictures, and in the sequential

reading of Ihe elements that is required to make sense of

them. He establishes his dictionary definition as:

"Juxtaposed pictorial and other

images in deliberate sequence,

intended to convey information and/

or produce an aesthetic response in

h
. 1/83t e vIewer.

Such a definition provides a context from which Ihe

influence of the comic on serious art can be better

understood. Although McCloud's explanation arguably

71l.l.ur su_, 1997
JirrwnrCooper
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McCloud defines the comic book as a combinatiorVlf

sequential words and pictures and uses this as aworking

definition for the genre as serious art. For a painting or

sculpture to be perceived to be genuinely influenced by

comic art the image must do more than simply represent

comic characters. In this sense. the Pop Art paintings of

Roy Lichtenstein may depict the art of the comic. but they

fail to fully engage in its processes asan art form. Wystan

Curnow makes this point indirectly in his observations on

Colin McCahan's religious paintings from the 1940s.

Contrasting lichenstein's work with McCahan's, he notes

that 'Warhol and Lichtensteifl put on the style of the comic

artist, whereas McCahan adopts that of comic reader,

consumer of comics.'&!

touches upon aspects of fine art. his appreciation of a

particular set of values and circumstances that operate

within comics establishes an aesthetic with a dynamic

and life of its own. Recognition of this aesthetic

contributes an alternative land possibly more relevant)

perspective and insight into the work of those artist who

have integrated elements of the comic book into the fine

arts, JimmyCooper's The Last Supper(1997) demonstrates

a perfect orchestration of McCloud's definition of

sequential images, and serves as a reminder thaI the

progressive organisation of anarrative is commonly shared

by high art. (Possibly most readily apparent in the artists

of the early Renaissance.) The panels that separate events

in a comic strip are implied through the four separate



"In addition to the notion of a sequential storyline the comic book also links

words and pictures in a way that allows them to inform and nurture one another,"

sculptural reliefs in Cooper's The Las! Supper,

Consequently this work can be read as a succession of

response! between individual figures wittun romic panels

0Y8f 8 period of time. Even allowing for the assumption

that all thirteen haye rcsponded simultaneously to

cirannstances. the emotlOOal engagement between the

various groups indicates a myriad of responses that

extends and stnts time bet'Mlell them. Cooper's diYisim

of events ilMtes the spectator to read the wort as acomic

strip is automatJCa!1y read. from left to right

Furthermore, like Clairmont's paInting, Cooper·s art is

informed by American undergrotn:l comics. This is most

apparent in the Robert Cnwrb-Ilb distatlons 01 the flglRS.

and the lIIShaYen, dishevelled,a~ of the Apostles

who share much 11 common with Cnmb aeations such

as ttzy and BilZyOf the leading f19um in 'Otd:s Vas Vas."

However. Oi1TlOf8 importan:::e is the underlying anxiety and

disqUiet that pervades both Crumb's and Cooper's wort.

These are outsiders. removed from society. The 'larger

than life' angst of Cooper's figures is shared by the

emotional responses described in CflImb's art. where

frequemly autobiographical stories deal with indiyiduals

trapped in a society and culture beyond their control-

The sequemial nature of the comic sl/ipand the demands

that it makes upon the reader to move logically through a

linear narrative is assumed without question in Violet

Faigan's Heard You Cal/in' My Name !1999}. Faigan

ufldCfStands that the wort will be unravelled logically by

tho spectator in the same way that a Victorian pianola

inevitably and mechanically IOOY8S from start to finish in

a musical score FSigan's joy lies in providing visual leaps

and bounds in time, space and iconography. aflowing the

presumed logiC 01 an uninterrupted narratIVe to be

challenged and underminded along the way,

Al Iheir besl, words and pictures are inseparable.

coostnJcting l.I'IlQU8 means of expfBSSlOll and perception.

The Tongoo(l986J by Nicola Jackson establishes the sort

of dialogue between text and imago that tho best comic

artists frequently utilise. Jackson sets up an obvious

paradox. playing the image against the text The physical

violation of the individual in the wort is as Iu'norous as il

is terrifying, with the carefully severed tongue and

tormented response of the flQUf8 set against the funky.

upbeat colour 01100 image and the bold comic outline.

This sense of cb:repancy is hei{;llencd by the contrast

between words and pictIn;, The fake fiItilnality andMIl

arlered logic of the statement regarding the left and right

side of the tongue, serves to increase the mderlying

~ of apprehen$lon and discomfort

1IIf /CIIItw 1.-----
The overt use of symbols and icons to fl!JXUsent reality is

also critical to the aesthetics of tho comic. The abstractioo

and definition of the real world as a gooeralised, highly

abstracted set 01 truths, is ileally suited to a~mOOUn

such as thecomic as it allows for a compelling and ittimate

ergagement between the medilll'l and the reader.

Catol:rirJ,l isn't just a way 0Iliawing. iI is awar
of SIlleiYJ. The ability 01 ClWtoCnS to focus 011" •



attention on an idea is, I think. an important part

01 their special JXjWeI. .. The cartoon is avacuum

into which our identity and awareness are pulled.~

Dick Frizzell's The Spirit Moves Amongst Us (1992) acts in

just this way, Frizzell places comic. cartoon, tourist and

advertisil1g figures side by side in strip par.els, and swrounds

them with atext that invites reflectioo on the nature of Ne-.v

Zealand culture and society. The Four-Square man, Superman,

Frosty Boy and the locallarmer are placed togllthlJr, acting as

symbols that arc capable of generating aset of wide-ranging

responses. The advertising tiki and Four-Square man share

connections to the popular culture of the 1950s and 60s.

prompting recollections of trips to the local dairy with parents

and grandparents or 01 holidays in WestlaJXi and OIJeenstll'Nf1.

Collectively, these images form aconvincing sense of personal

and community identity. Frizzell's employment of the iconic

power of the comic, in part, shares McClood's recognition

that the cartoon establishes adirect and commanding empathy

with the vie'Nl!r that naturalism frequently shullles around.

If comic books often place emphasis upon symbolic rather

than naturalistic descriptions of the world, they also define

reality through other conceptual means, most obviously

the written word. As an art form, comics are unique

because ~words, pictures and other icons are the

vocabulary of [theirl language,H
II

and all can share equal

billing. Peter Robinson's use of slogans and phrases in

his work from the mid-1990s orlWards recognises the

power of the word. In Robinson's Community Notice Board

(l994l, phrases taken Irom billboards and advertising notices

Crxnmuroty Noli", BOlIrd 1990l

""'CowWyo! GoYeU-!llI!'W\l" G8I1e1\'
The SUI'....._ CoIler:1ion. 81......;", l........m"*'1

around Christchurch are not only placed in the format 01 a

comic strip. but also work as symbols, clarifying the artist's

intentions. Robinson establishes an intimate relationship

between the phrases he utilises and the manner in which

they are realised. The manipulation of words in comics,

through devices such as expanded exclamation marks,

broken wavering lines, musical notes and lightening bolts

is, in spirit, taken up by Robinson in his enlargement of

selxtod areas of the text, and inclusion of objects such

as the hat. car and aeroplane. Consequently, 'WHYTE

BROS. I. N. C: assumesa corporate and criminal dimension

through its placement in a silhouetted mafia-style hat.

while 'MASSIVE SELL OUT SALE' appropriately takes on

the appearance of a no-nonsense, take·charge message

through its placement high up on the picture plane and

the large expansive scale of its uppercase lettering.

Robinson gives greater life to his words through

recognition of their potential as avital conceptual element

in his art. inviting a close dialogue between text and

audience.

Similarly, James Robinson's He Kept Saying There Was

Something Wrong With Me (1 997) utilises words in an

evocative and expressive manner to heighten the power

of the image tllat they accompany. The large and ominous

'He: that looms over the emasculated figure in this work

threatens to engage lurtherharm, while the shaken, rapidly

fading phrase, 'we get home no one there: acts as a

disappearing cry for aid. The words share equal billing

with the image as conveyers of the work's message.



As Dick Frizzell observed about the comic I fine art

pal1nership, the fine arts also depend upon the relationship

between text and image. Although rarely acknowledged;

-The title of a painting makes the link

between words and pictures crucial
. .. 'as
In pOinting.

H" X"pt reu;,,; Mo Tho.. W., S_(/>jng WJ""9 Willi M"l~)........
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Tom Kreisler's Twelve Clouds: Every Cloud Has a Silver

Lining afso recognises the merit of such conventions,

adopting the comic book thought bal1OOf1 in a Wi1'f thai

establishes both a physical and a cognitive reality.

Kreisler's image constitutes philosophical speculation. as

the clouds hoYer between mist, vapour ood thought. They

seem to pause QUietly, waiting for the spectator to inform

them. The al1ist touches processes of perception and

realisation, and the Wi1'f in which human experience is

represented in the visual arts.

This capacity to identify with signs and models of reality

on a persona! level is vital to the comic. McCloud argues

that the active engagement the reader readily makes with

its iconic nature is shared by only one other medium in

the lale twentieth century:

Tl'eOiathata1i:;b.reC3l!Miea18Tdi:na1aSEIl'iUilIre:sp:nse

•i'l1t'(1YeIM islalsolvital Ulhanliarrics. Consequently,

the comic sometimes utilises a set of familiar symbols 10

convey human emotions. The comic medium makes use

of line in a W'if1 that has developed into 'the primordial

stuff from which a formalised language,,- has evolved.

Lighting bolts. dynamic lines and small CUlVir'lg lines all

demand a different response from the comie book reader,

as they act to represent concepts such as shock, sense of

smell, explosioos and ottlerahstraet ideas. Paul Radford's

Yeah Big! (19981 embraces this concept and takes the

opportunity to invent a new and distinctly personal set of

comic symbols and signs. The utterances of children are

represented as rich, hefty, tangible shapes that enunciate

the life and spirit of their source.

'Its been over twenty years since [Marshalll

McLuhan first observed fflat those people

growing up in the latc twentieth century didn't

want goals so much as theywantcd roIesl And

_ CIioao!I:" EMI')'Ooool'.ur~ U-Lloiof ltP..e-..,d...__....... s.t6oloor

~,....
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that's what visual iconography is all about. As

it happens, only two popular media were

identified by McLuhan as 'cool' media - that is,

media which commaflded audience involvemeflt

through iconic forms. One of them, television,

has reached into the livesof every human being

on earth... The fate of the other one, comics...

is anyone's guess:
11

The aesthetic of the comic also recognises the importance

of closure, a characteristic that lies at the heart of its

appeal. The space between each panel in acomic strip is

the moment inwhich the reader is required to putthe gaps

in time, space and narrative together:

occupies a strategic position. Although time and space

are located within aspan of si~ days through the painting's

title, the landscape in this work indicates both a single

day and the eternity of the universe. Elemental landforms

witness both the rising and setting of the sun, and Ihe

enormity of life itself. If the viewer is required to fill the

intelVals in time and space between the panels in acomic,

McCahon establishes asense of the momentary nature of

e~istenceas the spectator takes the leap between an hour,

a day, and forever, from panella panel. The division of

the picture plane into the format of cumic book panels

and the demands made upon the spectator to 'fill in the

gaps: confirms that McCahon is one of the country's most

important comic book artists.

"Human imagination takes two separate images and transforms them into a

single idea... Nothing is seen between the two panels but something tells you

something must be there... Comic panels fracture both time and space, offering

a jagged staccato rhythm of unconnected moments, but closure allows us to

connect these moments and mentally construct a continuous, unified reality ...

In a very real sense comics is (sic) closure."n

This engagement of the spectator in fulfilling the act of

closure is beautifully realised in Colin McCahan's Six Days

in Nelson and Canlerbury (1959). In McCaho,jv division

of the canvas into a comic strip of si~ parlels, closure

Equally, Mang(1997) by Mark Braunias demands that links

are established between "dch image, In a Mirl~-inspired

world of metamorphosis and permutation, forms are

entrapped. released and evolve with asense of perplexity

and wonder. Void ami shape interchange, inviting the

spectator to share in this complication.

As for the comic panel itself, in wtlich all the

dialogue. action, imagel)' and narrative unfo' ",

McCloud establishes that the panel also works as

an icon that contains:

no fixed or absolute mt13ning... The panel acts

as a sort of general indicator that time or space

is being divided ... The durations 01 that time and

Ihe dimensions of that space are defined more

Silt D,ys i~ Nelson."d C'~I"buty 1950"'. """
ColI"CIIOII III I\ucl:iaOO An Gollery 1", 0 farn<lti

f\e;>roduced Wlth !hi pet........ III 1110
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by the COf\tents of the panel than by the panel

itself... The panel border is OtIf guide through
. .

space and tune...

The nOllon that a moment 01 reality can be defined

throl.lQh me placement of the panel is readily apparent

in Ffiuell's The Spirit Moves Amongst Us 11992). The

artist limits the space between the paoels and crowds

the ligures close to the front 01 each Irame, inviting the

work to be read bam as a single image, and as a set 01

multiple impressions. The artist is signalling that the

claustrophobic assemblage 01 lorms in this artwork

represents a short passage 01 time, and quick snapshots

of New Zealand culture.

Tony de Lautour's Comic Cats (19961 also rl!COlP1ises this

ronceptlOO of a picture of local lile, reassem'clling what

p ~ nil ttl.

appear initially to be panels cut from various comics. The

dark talloocd kiwi. the knile·wielding figure and other

assorted individuals in this work are linked by their coocern

with violence,~ and arrtisocial behaviour. yet de latJtlu

utilises the division between each panel to isolate !hem

and focus upon their individuality as much as their

similarities. It is like being an oocomlortable WItness 10 a

Friday rWjIt party in the worst pari of town, yet being lkaYm

into empathy with the distinctiva1ess of these dlaraclers.

The divisions between de Lautour's panels allow for a

reflective pause that recognises bam !he limitations aod

me rich diversity 01 the culture he describes. As leaps are

made from image to image, the relationships between these

ligules engages a feeling that these collective lunatics and

weirdos are also quite unique.

In Gavin Chilcott's Aspects of Culture (19861 the artist

connects V8l'{ing perceptions 01 the arts mrough space

and time, moving through a series 01 childhood memories

a'1.d Irom ir'ldividualto ir'ldividual. 'Cousir'l Kalhillfln at her

easel' in the first parlel shares only its general concept

with me socor'ld panel· that people utilise materials to

COIlstruct and establish objects and forms that may be

labelled art. Similarly, me strangeness of "Plasticine

dinner John SI. Early 60s· asks for a leap in time and

space from me viewer before returning to the linal imago,

'Cello practice'. Chilcott's references to creative processes

act as a link between each separate panel and allow

prolound leaps between events, with the frame containing

each image and acting as a device 10 signal to the reader

that a move from one location to another is about 10 take

place. The artist clearly recognises that the comic strip

panel is nOl confined within linear time and that the panel

allows him to both contain an idea or activity while

connecting it in some way to widel concoptions or

endeavours.

Bill Hammond's Job Search (1989) deals with space and

time in a similar manner, although tho artist removos the

fleed lor the frames of the comic book panel. The painting's

title indicates a specific activity while the strips of
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wallpaper Hammond constructs his images upon invite

shifts between intimate and personal obselvations of

anxiety to amore general commentary about the dilemma

of 'life in the big city.' More importantly, however, the

reading of this work in apanel·by·panel manner means that

Hammond isable to shift emotional territory with ease, and

move between intimacy, detachment, or intimidation.

This movement between time and place, and culture and

environment. within asingle image is lurther cultivated by

the inclusion of words, which contribute not just atext, but

the establishment of apause within the picture frame:

Leek understands the conventions of the

comic book in her placement of words, and

in the suitably broad and expansive

treatment of space in Coney Island Baby. It

is as though she wishes to provide the

spectator with enough time and room to

wander around the fairground and the

picture plane itself,

Jason Greig's From My Tongue No Lie Will

Come l1989l makes use of words in a

similar manner, heightening the audience's

discomfort by forcing the viewer to linger in an

environment that they may prefer to escape. In part,

Greig's work derives from the horror comics of the 1950s,

It is both a teenager's bad attempt at one, riddled with

sexual guilt and unfolding levels of violence, while

recognising, and representing almost everything that

parents worry about in comic books. It is as though

Greig is seeking to confirm the worst fears of the landfall

(1955) article on comics. From My Tongue No Lie Will

Come does indeed appear to blunt "the finer feelings of

conscience, of mercy, of sympathy for other people's

sufferings and of respect for women as women and not

merely as sex objects.~95

"Just as pictures and the intervals between them create an illusion of time

through closure, words introduce time by representing that which can only

exist in time... sound.,,94

,.
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In Saskia leek's ConeyIslandBaby(1997)time

slowly unfolds through the introductory phrase

at the top of the picture plane. establishing

an opening mood for the work. Furthermore,

the fairground attractions and their

advertisements invite an inspection of the

park, and delays reading the speech balioon

emanating from the figure irllhe foreground.

From My rOIl''''' No U. Will COIII4 19l19-...ColIocl.., of 1IlIl ani,!
f'OOIogrophy; KaIl vatpy



Greig's image is consumed by the power of the comic book

and appreciative of its occasionally over-indulgent sense

ofviolence. Unravelling the strange dreams and fantasies

of adolescence, Greig conveys an edgy violence and horror

that is both tragic and humorous, being ultimately the

pathetic, doomed and unfulfilled ambitions of popular

stereotypical conceptions of a 'problem-with-youth'

syndrome.

The capacity of Greig's wOO: to disturb, in its narrative

and its aesthetics. helps to explain the appeal of the comic

book to a number of artists, If the medium has received

little recognition as a serious art form from

critics and academics, its ability to act

'ootside' or apart from more accepted means

of expression contributes to the enchantment

it offers to artists seeking to break the rules,

In New Zealand, the work of Friuell. de

lautour and leek is based in part on the

notion of acting as amaverick in the presence

of 'serious' art De Lautoor has observed that

he derives some pleasure from the knowledge that his

street-wise iconography has entered the hallowed world

of serious art. In an interview in 1995 he expressed his

satisfaction at "the irony of using the traditional richness

of oil paint. 'the line art medium: to express and explore

'common' concerns:-

The engagement with popular culture by

contemporary art is. however, more than

merely a desire to outrage. This spirit of

indignation is also irK!icative of askepticism

about theconficlence of civilisation in the late

twentieth century and is shared by cultures

and artists throughout the world. In Japan

the comic Ixd:: is a respected and established

form of art and. not surprisingly, artists such as Tal:ashi

Murakami have made welcome use of cartoons. fashion

and media commodities to address the irrelevance of

humanism and hirjl cuflUre in late toNentieth cennl'yJapan:

MlJ'akami's Slrength lies in his ability to realise

the sadness of being encapsulated in consumer

society. whidl he shares with cootemporary

youth, Some may find it a tragic situation if, in

asocietywnere traditional values disintegrate

and the sense of self is engulfed in various

discourses of spiritll8lity, the only vocabulary

the artist shares with his audience is that of

cartoons, mass media or fashion, that is indeed

tragic... Intollicated with pleasure. it also

contains the emptiness of the situation.
v

This commentary on the mass media is important to the

art of Sast.ia Leek. Depicting an American culture that

she has experienced and acqUlfed second-hand through

film, music, and magazines, leek's paintings celebrate, yet

also lament, the lackof genuine engagement with the real

thing. It is as though the thrill of popular

culture will inevitably contain

disappointment, with leek's painting

manifesting aIlOt-quite-genuine enthusiasm

for life in the fasllaoe.

Tony de lautour's art is also much more than

merely bad white art. The menacing tattoo,

the atmosphere of violence and hangovers,

are indicative of an aspiration to breathe new life into the

actof painting. In paintings such as N.lI1992) deLautOlis

wort: seems to address the difficulty of injecling a sense 01

dangerarK! sOOstarce into an art 't\'Ol'ld that. in the late 199Js,

finds the act of paiming somewhat commonplace. De

Lautour's art seeks to reposition itself through

adopting acoun1erculture that makes possible

an indulgence in the task of applying paint on

canvas. The 'M)l"lll his painting defines openly

mits its failure, and Cl:lfISeQUOl1tly disarms any

well-inteOOed criticism.

Within the comic book medium ilself, the role

of outcast means that acomic artist possesses

an enviable status compared to the serious

painter. In the 1900s it is possible for the comic illustrator

to write, draw, print and publish wort without the need far

apublisher, let alone adealer or public gallery, ftrthermore.

the comic artist's WOIk is consumed without requiring the

approval or support of the art world curator or critic,

McCloud maintains lhat this lreedom lrornthe tyrarvry of

institutions presefVeS the iMOYaUve tife and dynamICS of

the comic book. He notes that ·understanding comics today

is serious business. Today, comics is (sicl ooe of the few

forms of mass communication in which individual choices

_.
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still have a chance to be heard:- If the visual arts still

recognise the need to challenge. push boundaries or shock

and provoke an audience. then !he renegade status of !he

comic book remains an admirable proposition. McCloud's

analysis of its aesthetics concludes wim an optimism that

is to be envied by the fine arts.

1Comic books! offer tremendous resources to all writers

and artists; faithfulness. control. a chaoce to be heard lar

and wide without lear of compromise...lthey offer) range

and versatility with all the potential imagery of film atld

painting plus the intimacy of thll wrilten word."

In this sense. the ambitions of the comic are the hopes

and wishes of all serious artists. Although C!lmics may

have too frequently been the object of cfltieal derisioo in

New Zealand and throughoot the Westmn world, the

medium is capable of inspiring high art, both because of

its dissident status and in spite of il. FlOOl the academic

criticism of A. R. O. Fairburn. to the dismissive tones of

Wystan Curnow, and the misguided criticisms of FrizIell

and Oe lautour, comics appear, fortunately, to have been

born undef a bad sign-. Possibly the recent emergence of

the comic as a serious art form may be altering this

sUl'lding. IioweYer. this degree of new-loood respect for

the medium coincides With its emefgerlC2 as arguably the

last remaining independent means of artistic expression

available to an artisl Its lcog·standing reputation as an

iconoclast may yet be sustainable, lendillQ it an appeal

thai is compellillQ.

The sense of anarchy. and the limitless creative

possibilities the medium contained. was land remains

today) remarkably tangible in Robert Crumb's Zap No. I

11967). Crumb plunged from profound speculation about

his artistic capabilities to a text that belonged in a bad

detective novel. before descending to awell-poised insult

and challenge aimed at the reader:

I'm one of the world's last great medieval thinkers!
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Why Art is "@*#I"
and Comics are so Fantastic

by Tim Bollinger
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Art is Easy
Comics are Hard

All Interview by Renee Jooes



Auckland comic book artist Renee Jones interviews artists

Violet Faigan and Saskia Leek

Renee. Jones: Are there orry particular comics • I\WU1d still rather read Donald Duck than

that you have been influenced modem Sci/Fi and fantasy. Definitely. I

by or interested in? just can't get interested.

Saskia leek: We have been discussing this quite a lot. RJ: You both make a strong use of

Neither of us are really big comic words combined with pictures.

collectors or really major comic Is that to strengthen the image

enthusiasts. Iguess we like pretty similar
\ with the words, or do they come

[comics! ... Ilike Dan Clowes. I like kind together in a different way?

of spooky comics. Charles Bums. • Iinitially started using words in my

Violet Faigen: [There are! a couple of compilations... drawings when the drawings were more
Duplex Plcnettlt Dave Greenberger which a vehicle fOf describing an actual event.
is stories being told at the Duplex planet Jotting down incidents that happened to
nursing home lor eklerly people. That kirw:! me. So the best way to portray that was
of thing. Ifirw:!lthose! to be of the most to have some drawings, but the
interest 1have never been ore for fantasy interesting things were perllaps what had
comics or anything like that Real Swffis been said during those incidents.
another one IIlikel tit Demis T. flChom. I

find that kind of spooI:iness to be lTIOle RJ. What about you, Soskio?

spooky than created fantasy. 0 Pretty similarty, just wanting to get across

RJ' The creepiness that goes on in really simple evefyday narratives and that

real life anyway? just seemed like a really straight forward

• way of telling asial)'. Simple one·liners.
Yeah and just that mysteriousness in fairly In the Isame) kind of way that maybe
ordinary things... the mystel)' in people's Raymond Carver's short stories work. I
personality. use text and image to playoff each other.

RJ' Neither of you have collected Saying one thing when something else is

huge amounts of comics or happening in the picture. HlJlTICU" can also

bought them when yOll were kids? add a kind of sadness or innocence 10 the

• wort... Istole ten from mystifying
No. Illave kind of read my '-o~' and advertising campaigns or ovemeard
boyfriends' ones more. The male comic sniwets if conversatioo, etc. Idid one
collector's terTitory.llaughsl series where Itravelled around 00 buses

@
all day eavesdropping. Now people are

Yeah. Ihave read them if theyW'l!re disappointed when they're not funny, bul
aroond. If Ihave got money Iwould they were never about just being funny.
generally rather buy reron:Is. Inever really

went through that comic phase. Isort of RJ: You are actually trying to tell

grew up with Crumb, Zap kind of comics, them a story?
and Harvey Pekar. Also a lot of Richie

0Rich and DOrlald Duck ratherthan lhat kind Yeah

of superhero or 2000AD Ihirtg.
'Nhich can obviously be done without thai, .'RJ' The real commercial stuff? but it is quite a useful device.



•

•

r notice, Violet, that you hove

written down dreams as Q source

for inspiration for some of your

artwork Can you tell about that?

Just occasionally, this was another reaSOll

why Iwould use text in drawings. I 'WOuld

try to draw dream scenarios and because

dreams arc so fragmented and

complicated, afld more often a feeling

than avisual image, it required both the

wriuen information ",. and the visual

image as welL

The image alone may not~ able

to sum up how you are feeling or

what the actual setting was?

Just when dealing with things that are

already complicated ",. having both those

references to go on. The visual and the

written.

How about you Soskia. Have you

used that as the basis as well?

•

•

We have got one in the pipeline.llaughs)

We have got abeauly! ... Justa couple of

years now. It has gone through many 'itJa

changes. It has kind of been a project of

procrastination.

Yeah. We have both clone stuff that we

hallC neVllr really compiled and we have

had ideaso! putting acomic togethllr. We

have come up with names for the comic.

But we have never actually dOlle the

comic. (laughs)

We got IJl!IIy excited about it Jt will

happen. But don'l hold your breathl

Why do you think it has been Q

harder project to complete than

your own individual "fine art" in

big quotation marks projects?

~M\I1bole..tin·MrN_ldUil!-'eo..:t.rOll .. AIMl
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We are both pretty big thrift store art

cnllectors.

MrApplc.

Yeah I have. Dream imagery has popped

in there occasionally as have a lot of

other(thingsl ... rguess ... dream imagery

is a really big source for a lot of comic

artists and I thinl:: mOJe than being directly

inspired bycomic artists. it's more acase

of being inspired by ttle material they

draw from as well. [I have been J really

influenced by Disney... all those children'S

educational videos that you watch as a

kid you know, Jiminy Crid:et. Of ...

Cartooning is so much

drawn from all the other

elements of popular culture and

r guess you guys do it ina slightJy

different way as well. And it's

obviously a huge part of what you

do. You talked about TV

and rack music. Have you

actually done many comic books

yourself at aU, either of you?

RJ:

•o



Is it just that you have hod in the post and commenting on

other things to do? stuff that they don't like as

• Iguess it has been a secondafY kind of
much, but it doesn't have to

be all serious,
thing.

C5 Iam not good at '" Icannot come up with • That was something that Iwanted to say,

Acomic artist Ireally like is my flatmate,
the stories.

liz. She does cartooos and she can'l

• Yeah, it's thaI thing thai you have to have really draw, She doesn't pretend not 10

a bulk of really deceflL. be able to draw in a faux- naive way 01

Q anything. She reallycan't She tells these
Its too hard for us.llaughsl short everyday stories but becal.lSe she

• Yeah. llaoghsl eanNI draw, il actually makes them more

complicated and it takes quite a long time

(3 Art is easy,(laughsl \. 10 figure out what is happening in a very

RJ' Conveying on image os opposed
ordinary scene. Ithink she is an excellent

to trying to get a whole kind of
artist.

story? RJ: It adds something to it?

(3 II is a tolally different thing. Yeah. How do Imake lhe arm go aver

Representing fragments alone, 1can do
here? I'll just put il over there, (lau~l

bul it requires a different confidence 10 RJ: Yeah. I have seen some of her
feci thai you have made something thaI stuff and it's good. She did a
is interesting enough when YOJ are comic up North I think
dealing with a SIOry and you are 001

perhaps a 'M'iter. Allhough Iam sure thai She does 'FIVing Fox:

our comic will be fantastic.
RJ: Saskia, here is one for you. The

0) Il"s like the difference between Fisher Gallery comic exhibition

photography stills and film, Iguess. catalogue?

RJ' That's a really good analogy. G Idon't want 10 lalk about il Idon't even

(3
know if! was in that show. Ididn't see

It is a different skill to grab one image. the catalogue or anything.

RJ' How did you guys both start
RJ' Did they get you to send in a

working in the styles that you
work and you never did?

are doing now?

GIhave always done drawings and my style
Yeah Ithink that Iran away or something.

has develeped fairly uncoosciously. So
(laughs) It was a weird thing iOI mo. I

didn't know the guys or anything.
....tlere Iam now is just picking up bits here

Somebody suggested me because they
and there, being influenced by the people

around me, not solely visual artists.
couldn't do it It was sort of like thaI. II

was really comic artists and Iam nol a

RJ' That the cool's thing about "ow comic artist, and Ihey just wanted a

people are approaching (art] woman 10 be in it. They couloo'l track

t"ese days. It is not the big, down any women Ifelt pretty silly about

serious conservative it mthe end.

establis"ment thing tkot it used

to be. People are having 0 lot RJ: We hove briefly mentioned

more fun wit" it and drawing some of the artists tkot you •.:.: :'
elements tkat they kave enjoyed have both been interested in.



have been influenced by comics, Saul

Steinburg was another influence.

RJ: You have added comic influence

to your original art background.

0 The last show that Idid didn't have any

words in it. It felt kind of strange. Ialmost

had to force myself to take them out.

The compositions still have that

empty kind of ghostly, haunted

composition which is more acomic style

than atypical painting, But wllet would I

know about your work? ILaughsl

RJ; You have chosen fine arts over

comic books and I guess that

relates to what I said before

about it.

00 About it being too hard? ILaughsl

RJ: About just picking out images

rather than the whole process

of narratives and storylines and

producing books and limiting

yourself to certain materials

such as pen and ink.

Yeah. Ireally like making objects, aoovideos.

RJ, Why is the comic industry so

male dominated? It is just

basically geared to yaung boys.

Although there are a lot more

women around now.

00 Aboy suggested to me that it was to

impress girls. (Laughs) That boys were

the biggest collectors of stuff,

Girls take their other girl friends into their

bedrooms and boys take their comics into

their bedrooms, perhaps.

RJ: Is there a difference in the

way in which women use the

format of the comic book?

00 There seems to be aprevalence among

women to do apersonal narrative-type story.

e And once again you could write an essay

about why that is,

0 But. funnily enough. both Violet

and I have used that format as well.

We were talking about him yesterday.

Why do I like Crumb when ordinarily that

kind of imagery would disgust me? Crumb

is cool because he depicts himself as a

disgusting marl. Weedy, and dribbling,

always horny and his girls are physically

strong. They are huge, and I think that is

why I forgive Crumb for being ape~.1

like him very much and Dame Darcyol the

other end af the scale. AVictorian

romantic. Very saucy! She is another

person who is also involved in music as

well through draWing record covers. and

she is in abluegrass band herself.

Are there any others? You have

written down Crumb.

Iactually mentioned George Herrimann in

Hmlast interview Idid as being an

influence a long time ago when I was al

art school. One of the first comic

influences I had. Crazy Kat and Ignat

mouse, Really kind of sparse landscapes.

Not so much now I guess, but they were

at art school. As well as other artists that

C""~'r Isl.mJ B.brl997
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